Deed of Gift
I, ___________________________________, the legal owner (or duly
authorized agent of the legal owner, _______________________________) of
the records described below, do hereby unconditionally and irrevocably give and
transfer to the Charles Darwin Foundation (CDF) all of my rights, title, and
interest (including all copyright and related rights) in the records, as an
unrestricted gift without limitations, except as specified below.
Type of item
(book, image,
document, etc.)

Description

1. Restrictions -- The records listed above shall be open to the public without
restrictions.
2. Disposition -- Expect as instructed in this agreement, the CDF may transfer,
sell, discard, or dispose of all or any portion of the above-described records as
the CDF shall determine and without prior notice or permission.
3. Duplication -- The CDF reserves the right to duplicate, reproduce, scan,
digitize or reformat these records for purposes of preservation, security and/or
dissemination for research within the limits of copyright law.
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Agreed and accepted:
Signature of donor or agent:_________________________________________
Print name of donor or agent:________________________________________
Date submitted: ___________________________________________________
Address, email, phone number:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Accepted for the CDF by (authorized agent): ____________________________
Date accepted: ___________________________________________________

The CDF Library accepts the following items for the collection
BOOKS
The library graciously accepts new, used and rare books on Galápagos science,
conservation, history, social issues and closely-related subjects. No Deed of Gift
needed.
IMAGES
The library graciously accepts recent and historic photographs, slides, films, video tapes
and digital images of Galápagos, the research station, and related topics.
Copyright for images taken by individuals will be transferred to the Charles Darwin
Foundation upon signing of the Deed of Gift and receipt of the images. CDF will have the
right to digitize any images donated to the library and use them in whatever manner it
likes.
UNPUBLISHED MATERIALS
The library graciously accepts theses, manuscripts, correspondence, documents,
reports, texts of speeches, data files, notes, and other materials specifically related to
CDF; Galápagos conservation, history and development; Galápagos National Park, the
Marine Reserve, and closely related topics.
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